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Outline

1. Background: two news stories and what they 
tell us 

2. Revolution 1: the arrival of corpora 
3. Corpus data and how to use it 
4. Revolution 2: from print to digital 
5. Crowdsourcing, wikis, user-generated content, 

and their potential 
6. What’s coming next?
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Warm up

What’s the difference between 
jargon   
and 
terminology?
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Verbs and adjectives that go with…
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Two news stories  
(1) the power of dictionaries
Oxford Junior Dictionary’s replacement of ‘natural’ words with 21st-
century terms sparks outcry	

“A” should be for acorn, “B” for buttercup and “C” for conker, not attachment, blog and 

chatroom, according to a group of authors including Margaret Atwood and Andrew Motion 

who are “profoundly alarmed”….. “There is a proven connection between the decline in 

natural play and the decline in children’s wellbeing,” they write, …“Obesity, anti-social 

behaviour, friendlessness and fear are the known consequences,” they say…. The Oxford 

Dictionaries have a rightful authority and a leading place in cultural life …  (13 Jan 2015) 

!
What this tells us 
• people care about what dictionaries include 
• people see dictionaries as having “authority” and influence 
!

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Two news stories  
(2) Public engagement with language

He might be a pedantic oddity, but Wikipedia's 
grammar crusader is my modern-day hero	

!
I wish I had the dedication to remove from public gaze all incidences of 
“hopefully” being used incorrectly, and I'd love to have the nerve and 
moral courage to correct people when they use split infinitives … (Simon 
Kelner, Independent) !
What this tells us 
• huge public interest in language - and partisanship: people take sides 
• everyone has a view - but most are misguided 
http://www.macmillandictionaryblog.com/hopefully 
http://www.macmillandictionaryblog.com/real-grammar-quiz-question-4-is-it-ok-to-split-
an-infinitive 

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Two revolutions in dictionaries  
(1) The “Corpus Revolution” (1980s)

■ John Sinclair and the COBUILD project 
■ started 1981, University of Birmingham 

■ first lexicographic corpus of English 

■ > 7 million words, order of magnitude bigger than 
Brown, LOB 

■ underpins first corpus-based dictionary (COBUILD 
1987) 

■ See Sinclair (Ed.) 1987
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Extract from the COBUILD corpus:  
data for seal
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!
The “Corpus Revolution”: what happened next

■ Steady development 
□ More data  
□ COBUILD corpus 7 million words, 23 hits for seal 
□ current corpora 2 billion words+, 50,000 hits for seal 

□ Smarter corpus querying software (CQS) 
□ from static printouts to multiple querying options 

□ UK dictionaries become corpus-based  

■ Effects profound — but mostly “internal” 
■ revolutionises dictionary-making 
■ but do users notice?

Michael Rundell: corpus-based dictionariesCASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Corpus-based dictionaries: from corpus 
to dictionary

Language in use 
written and spoken

Corpus: a  
sample

Dictionary: a  
distillation

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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What do we need to know about words?

□ That they’re real: what’s the evidence? 
□ What they mean 

■ how many meanings do they have? 
■ are there implicatures (indirectly expressed meanings)? 

□ How they combine with other words 
■ syntactic behaviour, collocations, phraseology 

□ What contexts they are used in 
■ formal/informal/technical etc – or any context? 
■ British/American/Australian etc – or anywhere?

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Combinations: which syntax patterns do 
you find with decide?

□ A concordance for decide

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Which verbs collocate with deadline?

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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The trouble with concordances

□ Too much data! 
■ deadline: corpus has > 35,000 examples 
■ decide: corpus has > 300,000 examples 

□ You can’t read them all…solution? 
▪ Starting point: Church & Hanks 1990 
▪ “Mutual Information” metric (MI) identifies pairs of 

words that co-occur with high probability 

▪ Leads to….

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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The solution: Word Sketches

■ Automated one-page summary of most frequent 
word combinations 

■ Corpus is “shallow parsed”, software finds data for 
specific “grammatical relations” 
■ e.g. find all verbs for which deadline is the object 

■ Initial goal: device for finding collocations 

■ Unintended consequence: primary tool for writing 
dictionaries (Kilgarriff & Rundell 2002)

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Part of Word Sketch for deadline

□ Second column 
(‘object_of’) 
shows the verbs 
that most often 
have deadline as 
their object 

□ Much quicker!

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Part of Word Sketch for decide

□ Which constructions go 
with decide? 

□ And which are the most 
frequent? 

1. with an infinitive (Vinf_to) 
2. with a that-clause (that_0) 
3. with a wh- word 
4. etc

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Speaker attitude  
(implicatures): how we use 
 bunch

□ Word Sketch for  +of 
□ Shows most frequent                       

collocates, ordered by                               
saliency not frequency 
■ grapes, flowers, keys … 
■ people, guys, kids … 
■ losers, idiots, morons … 

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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What corpora tell us about language (1)

□ The word (on its own) is not a unit of meaning: 
meanings are constructed through context, 
through words in combination 

□ “So strong are the co-occurrence tendencies of 
words …that we must widen our horizons and 
expect the units of meaning to be much more 
extensive and varied than is seen in a single 
word”. Sinclair 2004.

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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What corpora tell us about language (2)

□ In language, anything is possible, but what 
matters is what is typical, normal, and recurrent 

□ “Although the number of possible combinations 
may in principle be limitless …the number of 
probable combinations …is rather limited”  
Hanks 2013.399. 

□ —> Knowing what to focus on in mass of data

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Two revolutions in dictionaries (2) 
migration from print to digital

□ A slow start, from early 1990s 
■ dictionaries on CD-ROMs or handheld devices 
■ changes are mostly cosmetic (“books in digital 

form”) 
□ Rapid acceleration, from about 2008 
■ central role of the Web, rise of mobile devices 
■ this time, effects are “external”: how information is 

produced, published, and used 
■ completely new paradigm…still emerging

Michael Rundell: corpus-based dictionariesCASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Consequences: redefining dictionary 

      
!
!
!
!
!
!
Definition of “dictionary” in 2007 (MED2, paper)

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Redefining dictionary

     
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
   Definition of “dictionary” in 2015 (MED online)
CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Redefining dictionary - again

□ A one-stop reference and language-awareness 
resource 
□ dictionary and thesaurus, monolingual and 

multilingual  
□ other language resources: e.g. blog, grammar 

tips, resources for teachers, games, videos … 
□ everything is linked: boundaries between 

dictionary and Web (corpus data, other Web 
data) more porous 

□ plus “user-generated content” (UGC)
CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Staying up to date - not as obvious 
as it sounds

▪ Definitions of meeting, marriage, dictionary 
▪ Definitions: what to do about cassette, fax, floppy 

disk, video recorder…? 
▪ phone: what is the default reading (mobile? 

smart?) 
▪ add new entries for dumbphone, feature phone, 

landline

CASS Lancaster University February 2015 Michael Rundell: corpus-based dictionaries
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Staying up to date: what does 
camera mean?

▪ In 2002 
!
!

▪ In 2015, almost always digital 
▪ Most photos taken with phones or tablets, not 

dedicated cameras 
▪ What to do? 

▪ add to definition: “either as part of a mobile device or 
as a separate item” 

CASS Lancaster University February 2015 Michael Rundell: corpus-based dictionaries
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The new lexicography: who does the 
work?

□ Lexicographers (but not as much as before) 
□ Machines: automating key tasks, e.g. 

□ corpus creation (see WebBootCat) 
□ term extraction (=finding headwords for a dictionary) 
□ identifying significant combinations (syntax, collocation) 
□ finding “good” example sentences (GDEX: Kilgarriff et al 

2008) 
□ identifying contextual preferences (e.g. “mainly found in 

journalism”) 
□ …and the general public: UGC, crowdsourcing

CASS Lancaster University February 2015
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Does crowdsourcing have any value 
for dictionaries?

▪ Three subtypes 
▪ The wiki model 
▪ collaborative, self-regulating, reflects the idea of 

“the wisdom of crowds” 

▪ UGC (=user-generated content) 
▪ users share knowledge and expertise 

▪ Crowdsourcing (strictly speaking) 
▪ very large-scale tasks achieved through mass 

participation: “many hands make light work”
CASS Lancaster University February 2015 Michael Rundell: corpus-based dictionaries
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Some examples

□ Wiki model 
□ Wikipedia: a great success. Can this model 

work for dictionaries? 

□ UGC 
□ sharing expertise: e.g. “how-to” videos 
□ having your say: e.g. Comments and 

conversations on blogs, news sites 
□ Macmillan’s Open Dictionary, the Urban 

Dictionary

CASS Lancaster University February 2015 Michael Rundell: corpus-based dictionaries
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UGC: Macmillan’s Open Dictionary 
macmillandictionary.com/open-dictionary/ 

□ >3000 items contributed by users  
□ Many are neologisms 
□ contributes to updating main dictionary 

□ Good for “long tail” vocabulary, e.g. 
□ Terminology, language of specialized domains 
□ World Englishes 

■ Now fully integrated into main dictionary

CASS Lancaster University February 2015

http://macmillandictionary.com/open-dictionary/
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Crowdsourcing

□ OED: “reading programmes” to collect citations 
□ early example of crowdsourcing (1857 —>), 

thousands of contributors 
□ http://public.oed.com/history-of-the-oed/

reading-programme/ 

□ Lancaster/IBM spoken corpus, 1984 
□ (partly) transcribed and annotated by 

Lancaster students as assignments

CASS Lancaster University February 2015 Michael Rundell: corpus-based dictionaries
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Involving users: pros and cons

□ Wiki model: Wiktionary 
□ less successful for lexical information (is anyone an 

“expert” on decide or bright?) 
□ non-corpus-based, old-school lexicography 

□ UGC model 
□ provides valuable data - but random (many common 

words missing from Urban Dictionary) 
□ Collins’ experiment: many submissions just made up! 
□ http://www.macmillandictionaryblog.com/what-goes-in-the-

dictionary-when-the-dictionary-is-online 

CASS Lancaster University February 2015 Michael Rundell: corpus-based dictionaries
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Involving users: pros and cons

□ Crowdsourced model 
□ goal-oriented: often a clear objective 
□ managed: the “crowd” aren’t experts - but experts 

do post-processing 
□ great potential: e.g. Doug Higby’s work in Ghana  
□ http://www.macmillandictionaryblog.com/what-

goes-in-the-dictionary-when-the-dictionary-is-online 
□ and his video at http://rapidwords.net: 

recommended
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What next? A few speculations…

□ Disappearance of dictionaries (as standalone objects) 
□ “dictionary” becomes part of “search”  
□ dictionary embedded in other applications: e-readers, 

news sites  
□ lexical data underpins grammar checkers, text-

remediation software, adaptive learning tools 

□ More automation (Rundell & Kilgarriff 2011) 
□ specialised corpora 
□ definitions? word sense disambiguation? 

□ Intelligent use of crowdsourcing. 
CASS Lancaster University February 2015 Michael Rundell: corpus-based dictionaries


